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Summary 
Knowledge-based natural language understanding requires the 
representation of various types of knowledge like linguistic 
knowledge, conceptual knowledge or knowledge about real 
world objects. This paper proposes a method of a retrieving and 
building structure of natural language processing knowledge. 
We classify all surface case patterns in advance and then 
consider the typical meaning of noun which has one of these 
patterns. We present also an efficient data structure by 
introducing a trie that can define the linkage among leaves. The 
linkage enables us to share the basic words required for multi-
attribute relations. By using this linkage, and a high frequent 
access between verbs with noun, we could extract an automatic 
generation of hierarchical relationships.  This new method 
applied to the data extracted from a large tagged corpus (Pan 
Treebank). From relationships for 11,000 verbs and nouns, it is 
verified that the presented method is simulated the number and 
frequent of typical verb, and made a hierarchy group of its noun, 
and net of linkage group with this high frequent. 
Keywords: 
Natural Language Processing, trie structure, Hierarchy. 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Natural language processing (NLP) systems utilize a 
variety of dictionaries. In this paper, two types of 
information are discussed. One is morphological 
information about morphemes, or words, and their 
fundamental attributes such as a part of speech [7], 
semantic primitive [8][9][24], and so on.  A 
morphological dictionary [16] of a morphological 
analyzer provides the morphological information with 
any NLP systems. In general, the space storing 
morphological information is proportional to the number 
of words. Another is relational information storing a 
word pair and the attribute of the relationship such as 
<co-occurrences>, <selective words>, compound words, 
idioms and so on. <co-occurrences> defines a pair of 
words which explain....<selective> ,<compound 
words>....   Relational information like compound words 
is formed infinitely, so it takes a lot of spaces if they are 
registered in the morphological dictionary. Basic 
knowledge IS-A and PART-OF of artificial intelligence 
(AI) is also based on word relationships.  
 A case frame [17][23] is one of important 
knowledge to solve ambiguity in syntax and semantic 

analysis [12][13]. Japanese to English, or English to 
Japanese, machine translation systems [17] need to built 
translation dictionaries by using the case frame. A 
question and answering (Q & A) module [14] in the 
natural language interface (NLI) systems understands 
user's requests by using case analysis. The case frame 
belongs to relational information because there are 
relationships the roles (subject, object, place, etc.) of 
noun phrases between verbs.     
 Recently, many types of NLP systems have 
been developed and there are many individual 
dictionaries with common knowledge each other, but it is 
difficult to combine these dictionaries because there is no 
efficient method for integrating common knowledge. 
Integrating dictionaries enable us to reduce not only the 
dictionary space but also heavy costs building and 
maintaining dictionary, and consequently, it is possible 
to develop more intelligent NLP systems.  From this 
reason, the aim of this paper is to merge the 
morphological information and relational information 
into one data structure and to derive new information 
from the integrated structure.  
 In order to store compound words into the 
compact structure, and Aoe et al. [1][2][3][4] and Morita 
et al.[18] presented a two-trie structure. Moreover, 
Morita et al. [19] and Onoo et al. [22][23] presented a 
link trie. In this paper, the link trie is utilized and a 
method of storing relational information is presented. 
Section 2 describes some of relational information to be 
discussed here as multi-relationships between words. A 
case frame is defined as the essential knowledge that can 
connects relational information. In Section 3, the link trie 
is introduced and a method of integrating morphological 
and relational information is presented.  Section 4 
discusses automatic knowledge building from an 
unknown word and the context and this section divide 
into three subsection (i) Automatic generation of 
hierarchical relationships, (ii) Automatic hierarchy from 
link trie information, and (iii) Extracting new 
information “Similarity”. In Section 5, it is verified that 
the presented method is excellent by the simulation 
results and define new method. In section 6, Conclusion 
and future work. 
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2. Multi – Relationships among words 
 

Morphological information for word x is defined as 
MOR(x) simply, so relational information, call a multi-
attribute relation, for a finite of relational attributes will 
be discussed. 

Information about multi-attribute relation can be 
defined as a triplet (x, y, Alpha), where there is a 
relationships between x and y, and the attribute is Alpha.  
In natural language processing there are a variety of 
attributes we can get, and clearest meaning by using 
relationships among words as follows. 
 

2.1 Case frame 
 

In order to accomplish better Natural Language Process 
System (NLPS), it needs to solve some problem, such as 
word selection to be translated in machine translation 
systems, constraint of recognized words on voice 
recognition, disambiguation of natural language analysis, 
and so on . To cope with this difficulty we have to 
employ some syntactic and semantic information 
simultaneously for the analysis of a sentential structure. 
The best grammatical framework for this application is 
the case grammar which was first discussed by (C. 
Fillmore in 1968). A similar idea existed in Japan long 
before Fillmore, and had been used to some extent. After 
his paper, there were many improvement and change in 
theory for purpose of applying the idea actually to the 
computer analysis of natural language process. 

Considering the example of Machine Translation 
(MT) by [M. Nagao, et. al. [20],[23], the semantic 
primitive is used to specify what kind of noun can be in 
what case slot. For example, the verb eat demands a 
noun associated with one of the semantic primitive 
animal as the agent of the verb, and noun of semantic 
code eatable material as an object. This case slot 
specification is given for each usage of every verb in a 
dictionary. 
We can defined the relations VERB and NOUN 
(OBJECT, PLACE) relation, as follows: 
John live in Japan             <VERB –PLACE>  
John speak English           <SUB. – VERB> 
Cat  eat food                     <VERB – OBJ.> 
Cat swim in water            <VERB – OBJ.> 
Ahmed treat sickness       <SUB. – VERB>  
 

2.2 SIMILARITY (Semantic Primitives) 
 

Similarity  relation denoted by (x, y, α) means that x has 
similar semantic as y, also gives us  more information, 
because of a word (or a word collection)  can occur in 
any number of synonyms ,with each  synonyms 
reflecting a different sense (meaning) of the word, e.g. 
<Job, ”Occupation,  Business”, SIMILARITY>,i.e. 

<OBJ.> Similar to <OBJ.>, this mean that word Job is 
similar of words Occupation & Business, which give us 
more information retrieval about words and make 
relation group as follows: 
Effect   :    Result, Action, Operation, Impression 
Job      : Occupation, Business. 
 

2.3 IS – A Relation 
 

IS -- A  relation denoted by (x, y, α)  means x is a y, 
which give us the  relation  of  words  and its 
differentiates , e.g. <Ahmed, Pilot , IS – A>, < Ahmed, 
Human, IS -- A> ,< Jhon, player, IS – A >  By using  
case frame < SUB.> IS – A < OBJ.>, we extract also the 
hierarchy  Pilot  IS – A  Human, and  Similarity <Pilot, 
Player, Similarity> ,also  we can  understand   the 
distinguished between words and make it  
disambiguation as follows: 
Ahmed is a doctor 
My  father is a teacher 
 

2.4 PART – OF Relation 
 

PART— OF relation denoted by (x, y, α) means x is a 
part of y, which give us more semantic relation and 
related word, and which often indicate the type of words 
e.g. <Head, Body, PART --OF>, <SUB.> PART—OF 
<OBJ.>. From this information we can get more 
information that Body has a head, Body consist of Head 
and Other. This means if x PART – OF y, this mean y 
consist of x, y has x, y make from x, and as shows in this 
follows examples: 
Head is a part of body 
Engine is a part of  car 
 
2. 5 COMPOUND WORD <Co- Occurrence> 

 
Compound Word relation denoted by <x, y, α) means x 
compound with y to give new information e.g. if we write 
language is processed by a computer, by using case 
frame relation we can get <tool> + <Verb>  computer 
processing, and <Subject> + <Verb>  language 
processing, also; Document is classified by a system, 
from case frame we can extract <OBJ.> + <VERB>  
Document classification, and <VERB> + <SUB.>  
classification system. i.e. the  clearest meaning and 
information about word rather than if the word is single, 
another example as follow: 
Information Science 
Computer science 
 
3. Link Trie (LT) Function [K. Morita, 18] 
 
3.1 Definition of Word Relationships 
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Link information about the functions RELATION and 
ATTRIBUTE is frequently used for retrieval and 
updating of a key, so it is important  to introduce an 
efficient data structure for those  functions as well as a 
data structure of state transitions. Let (X, Y, R) be the 
relation R between words X and Y. In the tries, there are 
one-to-one correspondence between leaves and keys, so 
its link trie is defined by connecting leaf s for X and leaf t 
for Y. 
 
B 
 
 
 
C 
 
 
 
A 
 
 
D 
 
 
 
E 
 
 
 
 
J 
 
 
 
T 
 
 
S 

 
 
               Figure 1. Trie structure       
 
 
 1. Trie structure       
 
 In this case, the function RELATION is defined by 
t ∈ RELATION (s) and the relation is defined by the 
record R ∈ATTRIBUTE (s, t). A trie including the 
function LINK and ATTRIBUTE is called a link trie. 
Table 1 represents link information for Figure 1. We can 
find the relation between the word “Ahmed” as a subject 
and “buy” as a verb by the trie and there is one-to-one 
corresponding, we find the leaf 13 correspondence key 

“Ahmed” and leaf 8 correspondence key buy, and link 
function is defined by 8 ∈ RELATION(13) and the 
record <SUB-VERB> ∈ ATTRIBUTE (8, 13). By the 
same way, we can find the relation between words 
<VERB -- OBJ.>, <VERB--PLACE>, <PART-- OF>, 
<COMPOUND WORD>, and <SIMILARITY> as 
follows: 
 
3.2 Retrieval Algorithm 
 
For the relation (X, Y, R), the retrieval algorithm to be 
proposed here includes (1): retrieving Y, and R from 
X,(2): retrieving R from X and Y. For LT and for key X, 
the function GET_LEAF (LT, X) returns the leaf for X# 
and returns fail if LT has no X#. The function 
GET_LEAF (LT, "Result") returns leaf  77 in Figure 1. 
For the relation (X, Y, R), the following ALGORITHM 
retrieves leaves s for X# and t for Y# if they are 
registered in the trie. s and t can be used to retrieve  
ATTRIBUTE (s, t) including relation R. If either s or t 
has not registered in the trie, then ALGORITHM returns 
s = t = 0. 
 
[ALGORITHM1] 
begin 
 s← GET_LEAF (LT, X); 
  t← GET_LEAF (LT, Y); 
 if (s = fail or t = fail) then return s = t = 0; 
if  ((t ∈ RELATION(s) and R ∈  ATTRIBUTE (s, t)) 
then return s and t; 
end; 
   (End of Algorithm) 
 
Consider relation (“John”, “speak”, <SUB. -- VERB>). 
In this case, the followings are obtained: 
s = GET_LEAF (LT, "John") = 33; t = GET_LEAF(LT, 
"speak") = 43 
The 43 ∈LINK (33) and <SUB.--VERB> ∈ 
CONTENTS(33, 43); this relation <SUB.-- VERB> 
between nouns and verbs, for this reason if we find the 
same relation between another subjects and verbs we 
write relation <SUB.-VERB>, for example the words 
(“ Ahmed” ,“eat”)  has the same relation. 
Furthermore we find other relations as <VERB--OBJ.>, 
<VERB--PLACE>, <IS-- A>, <PART-- OF>, 
<SIMILARITY>, and <COMPOUND WORD>, we can 
apply the same algorithm. Moreover By using the 
information in this examples with <SUB. – VERB> 
relation: 
1- Ahmed treat the illness      3 Ahmed cure the sick 
2- Ahmed eat  food 
 4- Ahmed speak with the nurse  

5- Ahmed drink milk              
  6- John eat orange 
7- John drink tea 
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       8- John speak with his teacher 
9- Cat eat food                     10- Cat drink water 

and  make the trie structure as Figure 1 with  linking 
between leafs in this  trie. Moreover,, we can make 
linking table 1 From this information as follows:  
 

Table 1 Link Trie relation Information 
X s RELATION(s)    ATTRIBUTE(s, t) 

John 33 {2,18,8,29} 

       
  ATTRIBUTE(33,2)=    

 <SUB. -- VERB >        

    

          
ATTRIBUTE(33,18)=    

<SUB. -- VERB>            

    

 
 ATTRIBUTE(33,8)=  

 <SUB. --  VERB>  

    

 
 ATTRIBUTE(33,29)=   

<SUB. --  VERB>  
      

Ahmed 13 {2,8,29,18,38} 

    
 ATTRIBUTE(13,2)=    

<SUB. -- VERB>      

    

  
ATTRIBUTE(13,8)=   

<SUB. -- VERB>      

    

  
ATTRIBUTE(13,18)=  

<SUB. -- VERB>      

    

  
ATTRIBUTE(13,38)=   

<SUB. -- VERB>  

    

  
ATTRIBUTE(13,29) = 

 <SUB. -- VERB> 
      

Cat 16 {2,29} 

  
ATTRIBUTE(16,2) = 

<SUB. -- VERB>      

      

 
 ATTRIBUTE(16,29) =  

<SUB. -- VERB>      
 
and by using this automatic  linking information, human 
can understand from this linking that the things which 
can  eat and drink only and can not speak and buy (i.e. 
eatable & drinkable only) is Animals, the things that can 
eat ,buy, drink, and speak and can not treat sickness (i.e. 
buyable, speakable , eatable, drinkable only) is an 
antagonize (normal )  human, and  the man who can eat , 
drink, buy, speak and have the specialty to treat sickness 
(treatable)  is a doctor. And we can create also this group 
as Figure 3 

From this group  we can extract the < IS -- A> 
hierarchy relation from this group that Doctor is a human, 
and human is an animal. 

4.2 Automatic hierarchy from link trie information 
If we pick up one information relation from link 
information Table 2. we can find the hierarchy from this 

information. Suppose that concept X on the hierarchy 
structure can be denoted by the concept code STRING 
(X), and concept Y on the hierarchy structure can be  

 

denoted by the concept code STRING (Y), by using 
some example and make the trie structure as Figure 1, 
link trie as in Table 1, and algorithm 2, we can get the 
hierarchy of one relation <SUB. –VERB> hierarchy in 
Figure 2, and by the same manner we can apply in all 
relation.  Now By this information we can prove how we 
can get the hierarchy, For example: 

The hierarchical relationship between concepts 
X and Y can be determined by the comparison of 
STRING (X1) with STRING (X2) by using the LINK (s) 
from the table 3, and the following algorithm2. If we find 
the RELATION (s) of the word X1 including in the 
RELATION (s) of the word X2, this mean that the word 
X2 is super-concept of the word X1, and STRING (X2) 
is hierarchy of STRING (X1). 
 
[ALGORITHM2]  
 
begin 
         begin  
   s← GET_LEAF (LT, X); 
    t← GET_LEAF (LT, Y); 
 
    if  (s = fail or t = fail) then return s = t = 0; 
                  if  ((t ∈ RELATION (s) and R ∈  
ATTRIBUTE (s, t)) then return s and t; 
           then 
                     begin 
                          if  (t ∈ RELATION (s1))  imply  t ∈ 
RELATION (s2) 
                           then  
                         return  STRING(X1) ⊃ STRING(X2); 
                        end; 
               else    
          return GET_LEAF(LT,X) and GET_LEAF(LT,Y); 
              end; 
end;                               
 
                                                    (End of Algorithm) 
Example:  
The word “John” with attribute ‘33’ and ’2, 18, 8, 29’ ∈ 
RELATION (33), but RELATION (33) ⊂ RELATION 
(13) which contain  ’2,8,18,29,38’ for the word “Ahmed”, 
where John is a human & Ahmed is a doctor, so the 
STRING (Human) is hierarchy for the STRING (Doctor) 
and so on. As in Figure 3. 
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     IS -- A                                                         Eatable  
 

 
 
 

    
IS -- A   
                   Speakable  

                                 
 
 
 IS -- A 
`                                                         Treatable  

  
     

Figure 2    Extract  clear knowledge  and Hierarchy  from link trie  
 

    
5.  Corpus Data & Simulation Results 

5.1 Experimental Observation  
 

99,714 sentences from tagged corpus (Pan TreeBank), 
which has different features, is involved in this 
experimental. 

Data 1: 
About 11,970  are used with subject-verb case relation, 

about 2,514 are used with the relation of verb-
object, and 679 are used with verb-place. We 
could not pick them up enough because of 
depending on the number of objects and places. 
For example as in Table 8. 

 
Data 2: 
              Using case frame and trie structure to introduce 
many relations among words as in section 2. 
 
Data 3: 
             Using trie structure and linking trie between 
leaves for more information as in Figure 2, and  
             Table 3. 
 
Result 1] 
By using Data 1,2,3.  We can extract automatic 
generation of hierarchical relationships between words as 
in Figure 3 and Algorithm 2. 
 
Result 2] 
 
Similarity measurements can be measured between 
nouns and objects from the link tire information 

 
Result 3]. 
 
By collecting this data and making relations between 
verbs and another kind of keys with link trie, we can 
show the hierarchy group. For example following Figure 
shows the linkage between subject and verb. 

maintain(35)
support(39)

exchange(29)  ,   make(29 )
maintain(49), buy(49)

Support(51)

make(14)  ,   send (14 )
maintain(34) , support(34), eat (34 )

buy (65),  exchange(65), talk (65 )

sandbags

company

Jhon

Figure 3. link group between Sbject and verb

 By using this high-leaky this mean that sandbags 
supportable and maintainable but not buyable and 
exchangeable, company is buyable , exchangeable , 
supportable, maintainable , but not eatable ,talkable, but 
John can support, maintain, exchange, buy, eat, talk.  
 
6. Conclusion 
 
This paper proposed a method for acquiring deep cases 
of nouns from the information obtained by surface case 

 
Eat, drink 

Eat, drink, buy 
speak 

Eat, drink, buy
Speak, treat

Cat 

John

AhmedDoctor 

Human 

Animal 
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verbs and their possible substitutions, and showed that 
based on linkage between leaves, we could generate very 
basic and important information structures, as linkage 
groups and a table of high frequent access between verbs 
with subjects, verbs with objects, and verbs with places, 
which can be useful for knowledge generation and deep 
understanding of used database contents.  This paper 
presented also an efficient data structure by introducing a trie 
that can define the linkage among leaves. The linkage enables 
us to share the basic words required for multi-attribute relations. 
By using this linkage, and a high frequent access between verbs 
with noun, we could extract an automatic generation of 
hierarchical relationships. The preliminary syntactic 
analysis can be achieved by many natural languages 
processing system; we will be able to obtain more 
precise semantic information from the syntactic resource. 
So the application of this will be included in our future 
program.     
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